Roman Numerals Bingo

Materials: Bingo Board, Stickers, This Book, Pens/Pencils

Instructions:
Have them number the sheet with numbers 1-25 in Roman numerals
Distribute stickers

Clues:
"E pluribus unum" has this Roman number (1)
The last year before you are a teenager (12)
A tricycle has this number of wheels (3)
Eleven times two (22)
December and decimal come from this Roman number (10)
Half of the months in a year (6)
How old you are (10, 11, 12)
Twenty one minus four (17)
The number of days in a week (7)
Eighteen plus four minus two OR a Venti at Starbucks comes from this number (20)
How many fingers we are holding up (13)
Twenty nine minus six (23)
Ten minus one (9)
Thirty minus nine (21)
Fifteen minus four is this number (11)
Half of 32 (16)
October and octagon come from this Roman number (8)
Six times three (18)
The number of children raised by the she-wolf (2)
Number of weekdays (5)
Twenty minus 5 (15)
The number of months in a year (12)
Seven times two (14)
The number of seasons (4)
Nine times two, plus 1 (19)
Six times four (24)